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1. Background 
 
The KPA 2010 business plan came into force on 1 January 2010 and a slight adjustment to one of 
the operational goals was made in March 2010. On 31 October 2010, a donor evaluation report 
on the KPA from its establishment until June 2010 was published. The report was broadly 
positive and well received by the donors and the Supervisory Board and provided impetus for 
continued donor support for the KPA. At the end of 2010 and due to the agreement to hold a 
donor workshop in February 2011, it was agreed that the 2010 business plan would be extended 
until such time as the business plan for 2011 was prepared following the workshop, as the 
business plan would need to be based on its outcome.   
 
The donor workshop was held in February 2011 utilising the services of the same consultants 
who prepared the evaluation report. The outcome of this was the preparation of a project 
document to address the funding needs of the KPA up to the end of 2013, based on timelines for 
completion of adjudication and implementation of the adjudicated claims agreed in the 
workshop. In addition discussions relating to the future of the KPA post 2013 and its potential 
exit strategy were commenced and a plan of how this should be progressed was agreed. 
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2. Introduction 
 
The Kosovo Property Agency (KPA) was established as an Independent Agency by the 
promulgation of UNMIK Regulation 2006/10 On the Resolution of Claims Relating to Private 
Immovable Property, Including Agricultural and Commercial property. UNMIK Regulation 
2006/10 was amended by UNMIK Regulation 2006/50 of the same name which provided the 
Agency with a clear mandate and a division of roles between its three main bodies, namely the 
Executive Secretariat, the Kosovo Property Claims Commission (KPCC) and the Supervisory 
Board. UNMIK Regulation 2006/50 was adopted and amended by Assembly of Kosovo Law No. 
03/L-079 which provides the only applicable legislative framework for the operations of the 
KPA (hereinafter the applicable legislation). It should be noted that the independent functioning 
and nature of the Agency has not been changed by this subsequent legislation 
 
The mandate of the KPA is to resolve, subject to the right of appeal to the Supreme Court of 
Kosovo, conflict related ownership claims and right of use claims in respect of private 
immovable property, including agricultural and commercial property, resulting from the armed 
conflict that occurred between 27 February 1998 and 20 June 1999. In this regard the KPA has 
registered over 41,150 claims of which approximately 90% were received through KPA offices 
located in Serbia.   
 
The KPA was also mandated to deal with a limited number of activities which fell within the 
mandate of the Housing and Property Directorate (HPD) as established under UNMIK 
Regulation 1999/23, whose closure coincided with the establishment of the KPA.  Namely the 
implementation of Housing and Property Claims Commission (HPCC) decisions which were 
pending enforcement and the management of properties under the administration of the HPD. In 
exercising this aspect of its mandate, the KPA was vested with the rights, obligations, 
responsibilities and powers of the HPD. Furthermore the HPD’s physical assets were transferred 
to the KPA and a certain number of its personnel were redeployed to carry out similar duties 
within the KPA.  
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3. Organisational Structure 
 
The KPA functions independently of the Government and International and regional 
organisations in Kosovo, although the Government and Donors have a significant role to play in 
the KPA through the Supervisory Board. It is composed of three main bodies, namely an 
Executive Secretariat, an autonomous quasi-judicial Property Claims Commission (the KPCC) 
and a Supervisory Board which provides administrative oversight, overall direction and policy 
guidance.  In addition, through its regional offices, the KPA maintains a presence in the five 
Regions of Kosovo as well as Offices in Montenegro and Macedonia. The KPA’s operations in 
Serbia are now being undertaken by UNHCR Property Offices which were established following 
the signature of a Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) between KPA and UNHCR 
Prishtinë/Priština. 
 
Attached at Annex A is an organisational structure of the Agency. 
 
3.1 Executive Secretariat  
 
The primary responsibilities of the Executive Secretariat included the collection and registration 
of claims, the deadline for which passed on 3 December 2007 and the processing of these claims 
prior to their presentation before the KPCC. This includes the following activities: 
 
the notification of claims to occupants of claimed properties and interested parties; 
the publication of claims submitted to the Agency; 
the verification of documents; 
the collection of evidence and conducting interviews with parties to the claim; 
the preparation of written submissions on claims;  
the referral of claims to the KPCC for adjudication; and 
Implementation of decisions of the KPCC and Supreme Court 
 
Notification of claims 
 
This involves placing a notice on the property in question informing any potential occupants and 
persons in the locale that said property is subject to a claim and provides guidance on how to 
proceed accordingly. This provides any person with an interest in the property with the 
opportunity to be included in the process.    
 
Publication of claims  
 
The Executive Secretariat issues on a regular basis a document called the KPA Gazette which 
includes information on claims that have been registered with the KPA, the production of the 
Gazette will continue until all of the registered claims have been publicised. The gazette is also 
distributed in an Albanian and Serbian language newspaper and available in municipalities and 
courts throughout Kosovo thus reaching an audience both inside and outside Kosovo. This again 
provides any person with an interest in the property with the opportunity to be included in the 
process.  
 
Verification of documents  
 
Documents submitted in support of a claim, such as cadastral records and court documents are 
verified as to their authenticity against public records. This can involve for example, checking for 
a duplicate copy of the cadastral record held in the cadastral offices in Kosovo as well as other 
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records held by the Municipal Courts. Verification against the dislocated property and other 
archives held in Serbia are undertaken by UNHCR Property Offices which were established to 
undertake KPA operations in Serbia following the closure of the KPA’s own offices by the 
Government of Serbia in June 2008.  
 
Collection of Evidence and Interviews 
 
The Executive Secretariat is obliged to gather as much evidence as possible that will support a 
claim and in doing so can make its own inquiries with respect to locating documentation and 
interviewing potential witnesses that can attest to the ownership of property that is the subject of 
a claim.  This can involve interviewing neighbouring residents; checking records at public utility 
companies and where appropriate, interviewing the claimant and any alleged illegal occupant. 
 
Preparation and Referral of Claims to the KPCC 
 
Having successfully passed the abovementioned stages, the claim is subject to a rigorous three 
level legal review as to its merits.  The results of the review together with a recommendation are 
presented to the KPCC for adjudication. The KPCC may decide to follow the recommendation or 
may choose to amend or ignore the recommendation as they see fit.  
 
Implementation of decisions of the KPCC and Supreme Court 
 
Upon a final decision being reached by the KPCC or subsequent to any decision on an appeal to 
the Supreme Court of Kosovo, the Executive Secretariat must advise the claimant and any 
respondent of the decision and must then implement the decision according to the wishes of the 
successful party and the instructions of the KPCC or Supreme Court of Kosovo. This can include 
but is not limited to, placing the property under KPA administration, arranging for the claimant 
to repossess the property which may additionally entail destruction of unlawful structures on the 
claimed property or auction of the property itself. 
 
3.2 Kosovo Property Claims Commission (KPCC) 
 
The KPCC is conferred with the authority to adjudicate claims referred to it by the Executive 
Secretariat. It is composed of a panel of two international members one of whom serves as the 
Chairperson of the Commission and one national member who are appointed pursuant to the 
applicable legislation.   
 
The Head of the KPCC Office is provided by EULEX, as are national legal and administrative 
support staff. The Executive Secretariat also provides administrative, technical and legal staff 
and support to the KPCC in the performance of its judicial functions through the Head of the 
KPCC Office.  
 
Attached at Annex B is a summary of claims adjudication to date.  
 
3.3 Supervisory Board 
 
The Supervisory Board is composed of five Members, three of its Members being international, 
one of whom serves as the Chairperson of the Supervisory Board and two national members, 
who are appointed pursuant to the applicable legislation.   
 
The Supervisory Board is mandated to supervise the work of the KPA and provide it with 
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administrative oversight, overall direction and policy guidance. It is however expressly precluded 
from participating in the process by which the KPCC adopts its decisions on individual claims.  
 
The Director of the Executive Secretariat of the KPA represents the Executive Secretariat before 
the Supervisory Board and the Executive Secretariat also provides secretariat services to the 
Board. This includes the organization of Board meetings, the preparation of agendas for and 
minutes of meetings, the dissemination of relevant documents and information and the 
monitoring of follow-up actions in connection with the instructions, advice and guidance 
received from the Board. 
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4. Current Operational Activities 
 
4.1 Claims Handling Process 
 
Attached at Annex C is a flow chart showing the main steps in the claims handling process which 
is further described below. 
 
Those seeking restitution of their property or confirmation of their property rights had until 3 
December 2007 in which to submit a claim to the KPA through any of its offices in Kosovo or in 
specific locations outside of Kosovo. The claims were submitted through a specifically designed 
form, included KPA staff interviewing the claimant and collecting any and all documentation 
that could provide proof of title. The claims submitted were all registered with individual 
numbers and numbered in excess of 38,500. The final number of claims to be dealt with will only 
be realised once all the claims are processed, as those claims by the same claimant where the 
land parcels in question are located adjacent to each other, will be grouped under one claim; and 
those claims for multiple land parcels by the same claimant where the land parcels are not 
adjacent will need to be separated into two or more claims which are then registered with new 
claim numbers.  
 
The initial steps in the processing of the registered claims are notification and publication, which 
provides any person with an interest in the property with the opportunity to be included in the 
process. When any person approaches the KPA in relation to a claim, whether at the time of 
notification or later then the party that approaches will be characterized by the KPA as one of the 
following:  
 
a) Respondent:  a respondent is a person who indicates their intention to participate in the KPA 
claim proceedings and who claims a legal right or interest in the claimed property through 
signing and checking the appropriate box on a notice of participation. 
 
b) Potential Respondent: a potential respondent is a person who signs a notice of participation 
and claims a permission to use or occupy the property which has been given to them by the 
claimant or a third party where said consent has not yet been checked.   
  
c) Third Party Informant: a third party informant is a person who states verbally or in writing that 
the property belongs to a third party.  
 
d) Interested Party: any other person who requests information about the claim, is occupying the 
property at the time of notification or otherwise expresses any interest about the claim but does 
not fit into any of the above categories is classed as an interested party. 
  
e) Unknown Occupant:  an unknown occupant is a person utilizing a property who it is not 
possible to identify either during the notification of a property because the occupant is not 
present or after all reasonable efforts to identify who the person is has been undertaken.  
 
As only persons who sign a notice of participation and claim a legal right or interest can be 
considered to be respondents, potential respondents and interested parties are given the 
opportunity to sign a notice of participation and information about the consequences of signing 
or not signing the notice. Similarly with third party informants this information is provided so 
that the information in relation to the third party will be provided or passed on to the third party.  
 
A respondent is provided with the details of the claimant’s interest in the property which is 
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subject to the claim and has thirty days from the date of advising the KPA of their interest in the 
claim to submit details of their reasons for responding. Following receipt of the respondents file 
the KPA must provide the claimant with the details of the respondent’s interest in the claimed 
property and the claimant is provided with thirty days to provide a reply and any additional 
information that the claimant may wish to submit. It may be possible during the exchange of 
information for either the claimant or respondent to withdraw their claim or response based on 
the evidence that they are provided with from the opposing party. It should be noted that any 
person may be admitted as a respondent at any time, until such time as the KPCC adjudicates the 
claim.  
 
During the time that the notification, publication and any exchange of documentation in 
respondent cases and all other cases where there is no respondent, any documentation provided 
by the party(ies) undergoes verification. The process of verification entails checking the 
documentation against public records, initially this is undertaken by the Regional Office where 
the claimed property is situated. The completed initial verification report is subsequently 
submitted to the verification unit in the KPA HQ which authenticates that the report and the 
documentation submitted are correctly verified. In certain cases, some documentation cannot be 
verified against public records held in Kosovo and may need to be verified against the dislocated 
archives held in Serbia. Following the closure of the KPA’s Offices in Serbia in June 2008 a 
memorandum of understanding (MoU) was entered into with UNHCR in Prishtinë/Pristina for 
UNHCR Property Offices to be established to undertake the activities previously carried out by 
the KPA’s offices. In addition to verifying the documentation submitted, the KPA will also 
endeavour to locate any other documentation that might assist in establishing the title of the 
claim and where necessary will request further evidence from the party (ies) to assist in 
substantiating their claim.  
 
Once the verification unit has concluded its activities the claim is forwarded to the Claim 
Processing Team (CPT). The CPT consists of two units, one dealing with contested claims and 
the other dealing with uncontested and overturned claims. The role of the CPT is to review all 
documentation submitted as part of the claim, ensure all relevant documentation has been 
verified and to make a recommendation as to the validity of the claim according to the law for 
consideration and determination by the KPCC. The CPT may refer the claim back to any of the 
units that previously dealt with the claim for additional case handling to be made or for further 
investigation that the CPT believes should be undertaken in order to ensure that the 
recommendation that the CPT makes to the KPCC in relation to the claim is fully supported by 
the documentation and the investigation that the KPA has undertaken. The CPT may also 
propose that a claim is dismissed by the Executive Secretariat based on the fact that the claim is 
manifestly not receivable and clearly not within the scope of the jurisdiction of the KPA.       
 
Upon completion of the aforementioned steps the claim and response to the claim (if any), is 
submitted to the KPCC for adjudication who can either grant, refuse, dismiss or refer the claim 
back to the Executive Secretariat for further investigation. Should the KPCC determine that the 
case does not fall within the jurisdiction of the KPCC it may refer the case to the competent court 
or other body as necessary.     
 
Once the claim has been decided by the KPCC, the decision is served on all parties to the 
proceedings. Any aggrieved party has thirty days to lodge an appeal with the Executive 
Secretariat against a KPCC decision, in which case the implementation of the KPCC decision is 
suspended until such time as the appeal is concluded.  
 
Appeals may only be filed on the grounds that: 
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The decision involves a fundamental error or serious misapplication of the applicable 
material or procedural law: or 
The decision rests upon an erroneous or incomplete determination of the facts. 

 
The Executive Secretariat then forwards any appeals to a Panel of the Supreme Court of Kosovo, 
established specifically for this purpose, for adjudication. Within thirty days of receiving a copy 
of the appeal the other party(ies) shall submit a written response to the Supreme Court through 
the Executive Secretariat. In the interest of Justice the Supreme Court may also return the case to 
the KPCC for re-assessment or clarification. Upon receiving all the relevant submissions from 
the appellant and respondent, the Supreme Court will decide upon the matter within fifteen-days.  
 
In doing so the Court shall: 

Accept the appeal and make a new decision with any modifications that may be required 
in the decision of the KPCC; 
Dismiss the appeal as inadmissible on procedural grounds; or 
Reject the appeal as unfounded and confirm the decision of the KPCC.    

 
The decisions of the KPCC shall become executable by the Executive Secretariat, fifteen days 
following the date of notification of the decision to the parties if no appeal has been made to the 
Supreme Court of Kosovo. The decisions of the Supreme Court shall become executable by the 
Executive Secretariat, fifteen days following the date of notification of the decision to the parties. 
 
4.2 Implementation  
 
The work of the KPA is not limited just to the processing of claims. Once claims are adjudicated 
by the KPCC the Executive Secretariat must notify the party(ies) to the claim of the decision. If 
there is no appeal within 30 days of the notification the claim is implemented by the Executive 
Secretariat as the decision is no longer open to challenge. It may be possible for the KPCC to 
overturn a decision it has previously made where a textual or processing error is identified, 
however, this is a decision for the KPCC. Should an appeal against a KPCC decision be made the 
implementation of the claim is suspended until such time as the appeal has been heard in the 
Supreme Court of Kosovo after which, it is no longer open to any appeal and can be 
implemented by the Executive Secretariat.   
 
According to applicable legislation, the KPA is equipped with a wide range of tools to implement 
successful claims. The implementation process depends on a specific request made by the 
successful claimant, with the possibilities being: Repossession of property, administration of the 
property by the Executive Secretariat, inclusion of the property in the agencies voluntary rental 
scheme and case closure. In order to undertake a request for repossession of a property the 
Executive Secretariat will adhere to the implementation remedy specified by the KPCC or 
Supreme Court and internal procedures established for the various remedies, to provide prompt 
and lawful repossession of a property to the person whose legal ownership has been established. 
 
4.3 Administration and rental of properties 
 
As part of its duties inherited from the HPD the Executive Secretariat oversees the work of the 
Property Administration Unit which undertakes the administration of abandoned residential 
properties. The mandate of the KPA has expanded upon this and allowed the Executive 
Secretariat to establish a voluntary rental scheme for properties under its administration. In order 
to be included in the voluntary rental scheme the property right holder must sign an agreement 
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allowing the Agency to rent out the property on their behalf and then to remit the rental amount 
minus a service charge of 5% to the property right holder. The scheme is designed to provide 
legal and physical protection for claimant’s property primarily as a means to ensure a much-
needed source of income to displaced property right holders, who otherwise may decide to sell.  
At the time of writing the Executive Secretariat has collected close to €2.7 million under the 
scheme, the majority of which has been forwarded to the property right holders of the rented 
property. The administration and inclusion of the properties in the voluntary rental scheme will 
also be available to residential, agricultural and commercial properties that are the subject of a 
claim adjudicated by the KPCC, should the successful claimant so desire. 
 
4.4 Compensation Scheme 
 
The KPA, as successor to the outstanding responsibilities of the HPD, is responsible for devising 
and administering a compensation scheme related to socially owned residential properties where 
the HPCC determined that discrimination had led to the original property right holder being 
denied the possibility to purchase the residential property concerned, which was subsequently 
assigned to and purchased by another party.   
 
The KPA has attempted several times to have the legislation and funding required to implement 
and operate the scheme addressed, however no positive outcome was reached. More recently 
meetings have been held with the Legal Office of the Prime Minister and the Legal Office of the 
Ministry of Justice with a view to have new legislation drafted and for its inclusion in the 2011 
Legislative Calendar of the Assembly of Kosovo through the Ministry of Justice. Based on these 
meetings and Section 19 of UNMIK Regulation 2006/50 as amended by Law 03/L-079 which 
states: 
 
“The Kosovo Property Agency shall succeed to the responsibilities of the Housing and Property 
Directorate under Section 4 of UNMIK Regulation No. 2000/60 on the restitution of occupancy 
rights to socially owned apartments lost as a result of discrimination. It shall implement its 
provisions in accordance with criteria and procedures adopted by the Kosovo Property Agency 
for the calculation of the amounts referred to in Section 4 of UNMIK Regulation No. 2000/60”. 
 
New legislation may no longer be needed as this section supersedes Section 4.5 of UNMIK 
Regulation 2000/60 wherein it is stated that new legislation should be enacted to implement the 
provisions of Section 4 of the Regulation.  
 
In these circumstances, the KPA will revert to the Legal Office of the Prime Minister and the 
Legal Office of the Ministry of Justice with a view to establishing procedures necessary to 
implement the compensation scheme to be adopted by the KPA and to be issued in the form of an 
Administrative Instruction (AI) by the Prime Minister. Through these steps the funding needed to 
implement the scheme will be secured as this is an intrinsic part of the process for the issuance of 
all AI’s.  
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5. Issues affecting the operations of the KPA 
 
5.1 KPA Offices in Serbia 
 
As mentioned above the KPA’s activities in Serbia are being undertaken by UNHCR Property 
Offices through a MoU agreed between KPA and UNHCR Prishtinë/Pristina. On 16 December 
2010 the MoU between KPA and UNHCR was extended for a period of one year.  The offices 
remain fully operational and access to the archives is continuing. Support of the EUSR Office in 
Serbia has been requested in relation to obtaining access to the historiat of parcels which are held 
in the cadastral Office in Krusevac. These documents had not been available to anyone following 
a decision of the Governmen of Serbia in1999, some headway has been made although no 
resolution has as yet been achieved.  
 
5.2 Notification of Claims 
 
In May 2009, during the implementation of KPCC decisions it was realized that a number of 
errors had been found relating to the original physical notification. The KPCC at its session in 
June 2009 suspended the delivery of all decisions until such time as the Executive Secretariat 
could provide confirmation that the physical notification of each and every claim was confirmed.  
 
The incorrect physical notification affected the results of the KPA on the adjudication and 
implementation purpose level indicators. In March 2010 following consultation with the KPCC 
and the agreement of the Stakeholders a methodology was implemented which allowed for the 
re-notification to be undertaken in an expeditious manner for the majority of the claims. The 
exception to this being those claims which were classed as contested, which would need to be 
physically re-notified. Prior to the re-notification the Executive Secretariat checked over 38,800 
notifications made against cadastral data that had been supplied to the KPA following the 
signature of an MoU in July 2009. The re-notification was undertaken through the issuance of 
KPA Notification Gazettes and the final one was issued on 28 December 2010, bringing the total 
number of re-notified claims to 25,245. Now that the issue has been resolved it can be expected 
that the KPA will be able to meet the targets that are set for adjudication and implementation 
activities for 2011 and thereafter. 
 
5.3 Exchange of Documentation between Parties 
 
The Executive Secretariat changed the policy previously in place in relation to the exchange of 
documentation between the parties. The KPA now provides respondents with the full claim 
(claim form and supporting documentation) as submitted to the KPA (including documentation 
which may not have been verified and documents that may or may not be utilized in the claim 
adjudication process), as per guidance issued by the KPCC. The respondent will be provided 
with 30 days to reply to the claim and to supply any supporting documentation that they may 
wish to use in support of their assertions. On receipt of this the KPA will then send the full reply 
(reply form and supporting documentation) as submitted to the KPA (including documentation 
which may not have been verified and documents that may or may not be utilized in the claim 
adjudication process) to the Claimant. The claimant will be provided 30 days to provide any 
further evidence in support of their claim. Following this the claim will be processed by the CPT 
and submitted to the KPCC for determination. 
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5.4 Evictions in North Kosovo 
 
The eviction process supported by the Kosovo Police restarted in North Mitrovica in September 
2009 and following an incident in January 2010 ground to a halt. Following this unsavoury 
incident the KPA decided to continue with evictions without police support as these were less 
contentious as the majority of cases are dealt with through facilitated dialogue although this is 
not a sustainable situation. Several evictions have been undertaken in the Northern part of 
Mitrovica during the first quarter of 2011 and EULEX support for some of the most difficult 
ones has been requested. The requested support was provided in relation to one eviction which 
was concluded successfully and a further one is under consideration by the EULEX Police 
component, further requests will be made as and when the need arises. It should be noted that the 
process for undertaking these evictions is significantly hampered due to the political situation 
and tension in the local population. 
 
The total number of pending evictions as at end of March 2011 totalled 532 and is broken down 
as follows:  
 
Mitrovice South: 178 pending evictions - 11 for repossession, 35 for illegal occupation, 38 for 
non-payment of rent and 94 for refusal to enter a rental agreement.  
 
Mitrovica North: 285 pending evictions – 28 for repossession, 5 for illegal occupation, 39 for 
non-payment of rent, 207 for refusal to enter a rental agreement and 6 HPCC repossessions.          
                                   
Peje/Pec: 27 pending evictions - 3 for repossession, 14 for illegal occupation, 6 for non-payment 
of rent, 4 for refusal to enter a rental agreement. 
 
Prishtine/Pristina: 12 pending evictions – 9 for repossession, 2 for refusal to enter a rental 
agreement and 1 HPCC repossession. 
 
Prizren: 17 pending evictions - 1 for repossession, 1 for illegal occupation, 14 for refusal to enter 
a rental agreement and 1 HPCC repossession 
 
Gjilan/Gnjilane: 13 pending evictions - 5 for repossession and 8 for illegal occupation.  
 
Based on the totals given above it can be seen that the Mitrovicë/Mitrovica Region is the region 
which is least compliant with Article 1 Protocol 1 of the European Convention for the Protection 
of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms. The support of all parties including the public is 
needed to address this. The KPA has addressed this issue with the Italian Ambassador to Kosovo 
who is also the EU Representative for the North of Kosovo as well as through the UNHCR 
Property Offices in Serbia. The ideal resolution of the issue in the view of KPA would be that all 
persons who are illegally occupying a property regularise their occupation and pay the required 
rent, as this will provide the property right holder with an income in lieu of possession of their 
property; also assuring the occupant that they will not be evicted from the property without due 
consideration for the terms of the rental agreement, as well as allowing the KPA to focus on 
those cases where an eviction is inevitable due to the property right holder having requested 
repossession of the property.  
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6. Operational Goals and Performance Indicators 
 
The main operational goals for 2011 in respect of claims are listed below: 

 
1. The number of contested, uncontested and overturned claims to be presented to the 
KPCC at each of its sessions has been determined based on the number of working days 
per month as adjusted to take into account annual leave entitlements and official 
holidays, multiplied by the number of claims that the lawyers in the CPT can process and 
multiplied by the number of lawyers working on the various types of claim. It should be 
noted that certain assumptions have been utilised, one of these being that the KPCC 
session is held on the last day of the month and secondly the deadlines for the submission 
of the claims (2 weeks before the session for contested, and 1 week before the session for 
uncontested claims) have not been taken into account. Those claims which are processed 
in the period beyond the deadline and in the days from the actual Commission session to 
the end of the month will therefore be carried forward to the next Commission session. 
The total number of claims to be submitted to the six sessions of 2011 are as follows: 
February session – 2,680, April session – 2,325; June session 3,026; August session 
3,513; October session 3,412 and December session 3,391.     
 
Performance Indicator 
The performance will be measured against the number of claims that are submitted to 
each of the KPCC sessions as detailed in reports to the Commission and the Supervisory 
Board. 
 
2. The processing and subsequent submission of contested claims to the KPCC during 
2011 will be undertaken in a manner so as to ensure that there is an increase in the 
number being submitted balanced against the total number of claims submitted. The 
complexity of the issues to be dealt with in these claims will determine the nature and 
number of claims that can be processed and submitted with priority to be given to cases 
with a precedent nature.    
 
Performance Indicator 
The performance will be measured against the number of contested claims submitted to 
the KPCC as detailed in reports to the Commission and the Supervisory Board. 

 
3.  All claims adjudicated by the KPCC in 2011 through the issuance of cover decisions 
will be individualised for each party to the claim within one month of the cover decision 
being approved by the Chairperson of the KPCC.  
 
Performance Indicator 
The performance will be measured against the number of claims that are individualised 
within one month of the adoption of the cover decision, as a percentage of the number of 
claims that are included in each cover decision as detailed in reports to the Commission 
and the Supervisory Board. 
 
4. The implementation of the individualised decisions by notification of the 
claimant/respondent will be commenced by the call centre as soon as the individualised 
decisions are received.     
 

 Performance Indicator 
 The performance will be measured against the number of claimants/ respondents that are 
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contacted in the month following the receipt of the individualised decisions by the call 
centre as a percentage of the total number of individualised decisions received, as 
detailed in reports to the Commission and the Supervisory Board.  

 
The main operational goals for 2011 in respect of Property Under Administration and the Rental 
Scheme are listed below: 
 

1. The removal from administration of unfinished buildings comprising 186 premises ex 
officio under administration that should be returned to the responsible authority will be 
undertaken. 
 
Performance Indicator 
The performance will be measured against the number of premises that are returned to 
the responsibility of the relevant authority as detailed in reports to the Commission and 
the Supervisory Board. 

 
2. Activities to publicise the property rental scheme so as to increase the number of 
tenants of rented properties to 1,100 from the current number of 883 will be undertaken 
on a regular basis.  
 
Performance Indicator 
The performance will be measured by the difference from the target number of 1,100 
rented properties against the actual number of rented properties as detailed in reports to 
the Commission and the Supervisory Board. 
 
3. On the receipt of a signed consent for a property to be included in the voluntary rental 
scheme the Property Administration Unit will survey the premises within three weeks of 
its receipt, so as to include as many suitable properties in the voluntary rental scheme as 
possible.   

 
Performance Indicator 
The performance will be measured by the number of premises that are included in the 
voluntary rental scheme within three weeks of a signed consent form being received, as 
detailed in reports to the Commission and the Supervisory Board. 
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7. Staffing Issues 
 
The following staff are provided as in kind donations from the funding authority identified in 
column one and as such do not draw on the Budget provisions of the KPA:  
 
Funding Authority Number of International Staff Number of Local Staff 

ICO/EULEX 4 4 

Norwegian 
Government 

2  

 
 
The following staff are contracted to work for the KPA and as such their remuneration is drawn 
from the KPA Budget allocations: 
 
Funding Authority Number of International Staff Number of Local Staff 

Donor Funding 8 186 (of which 12 in 
Serbia, 1 in 

Montenegro and 3 
fully donor funded 

posts) 
KCB  72 

 
 
 Number of International Staff Number of Local Staff  

Total 14 262 

 
 
The KPA has made extensive use of modern technology, computerising the processing of its 
claims.  It is nevertheless heavily reliant on manpower and in this regard KPA’s staff represents 
the backbone of the Agency.  A system of expertise in the area of property restitution has been 
developed over a number of years starting from the inception of the KPA’s predecessor, the 
HPD, the majority of whose staff were brought over to KPA following its closure in order to 
utilise their institutional and professional expertise.  Consequently it is vital that the KPA has the 
adequate resources to retain its staff. 
 
The KPA is expected to meet a significant amount of its mandated work during 2011 and the 
reallocation of Human Resources to other areas of work will be required; for example away from 
verification to adjudication and implementation. The timing of any reallocation will depend on 
progress against the business plan and the work remaining in the section where the vacancy 
occurs. This means that there will not be an automatic replacement of any position that becomes 
vacant as an analysis of the situation at that time will need to be undertaken. Should it be found 
that there are more staff available to transfer than are needed then the surplus staff will need to be 
laid off.   
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8. Financial Issues 
 

As an independent entity, the KPA is dependent on both Kosovo Consolidated Budget (KCB) 
funding and additional funding provided by the Donor Community in order to meet the 
budgetary costs associated with completing its mandate in as short a period of time as possible. 
The engaged donors who provide financial and in kind contributions to support the work of the 
KPA are:  The Kingdom of Belgium, the Federal Republic of Germany, the Kingdom of Norway, 
the Government of Sweden, the Government of Switzerland, the Government of the United 
Kingdom and the Government of the United States of America.  
 
On 4 May 2010 Budget Circular 2011/01 entitled “First preparations and initial ceilings for 2011 
Budget for Central Budget Organizations” was issued by the Ministry of Economy and Finance 
(MEF). The initial ceilings provided for the KPA were later amended by the issuance of 
“Changes/Additions to Circular 2011/01 and MTEF 2011-2013” issued by MEF on 14 June 
2010”. The revised total ceiling amounted to €1,580,670. The KPA submitted its initial 2011 
Budget Request within the required deadline. The total initial budget request submitted by the 
KPA on 28 June 2010 was €2,161,983 which if approved would provide approximately 63% of 
the KPAs 2011 budget. KPA advised in a covering letter that it had followed MEF instructions 
closely and had endeavoured to comply with the Government’s budget ceilings. However given 
the particular nature of the activities of the KPA, the requirements and constraints of the 
International Donor Community, and with the support of the International Civilian Office, KPA 
requested in its cover letter that the Government of Kosovo cover a greater portion of the costs 
incurred by the KPA. It was noted that the Budget Request had been developed within the 
constraints to which KPA was subject, and in such circumstances it had not been possible to 
conform to the Government ceilings. 
 
On 16 August 2010, the KPA was advised that a budget hearing prior to the issuance of the final 
ceilings would be held on 31 August 2010. In the circular the KPA noted that the ceilings 
provided to the KPA remained the same in total although a minor adjustment had been made 
within the economic categories. The KPA attended its budget hearing and again requested what 
had earlier been submitted as its initial budget request. The KPA was advised that no decision on 
increasing the budget could be undertaken at the hearing as this matter would need to be taken up 
with the Government Head of Budget and the Minister of Economy and Finance and then 
referred to the Government, as such changes would have knock on effects in other Budget 
organisations as the Government had to remain within ceilings established in its agreement with 
the IMF. On this basis, a letter was addressed on 2 September 2010 to the Minister of Economy 
and Finance explaining in full the request of the KPA.  
 
On 21 September 2010 a letter was addressed to all Budget Organisations advising that the funds 
in amounts in accordance with the agreed ceilings should be inserted in their submissions and 
then approved in the Budget Development and Management System and the Public Investment 
Plan and that should additional funds be deemed as urgently needed then these should be 
addressed to the Minister of Economy and Finance for further review by the Cabinet. The KPA 
undertook the procedures necessary for approval of the budget and addressed another letter on 23 
September 2010 to the Minister of Economy and Finance, again explaining the request of the 
KPA in detail. In follow up to this, the Chairperson of the Supervisory Board held a meeting with 
the Minister on 30 September 2010 and emphasised the KPA’s need for the requested funds and 
his support for the request. On 1 October 2010 the KPA held a meeting with the Budget 
Department of the MEF and were advised that the budget submission should be made in line with 
the current ceilings together with a separate request for additional KPA. The MEF would then 
address the matter with the IMF together with the MEF’s own explanation as to how this would 
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not affect the overall IMF capped ceilings since the MEF had projected additional budget 
revenue which would adequately cover the uplift. Other less significant changes to the KPA 
budget were agreed at this same meeting. 
 
On 4 October 2010 the KPA addressed another letter to the Minister of Economy and Finance 
and requested a further increase in the budget ceiling for wages and salaries in the amount of 
€365,461 as well as an increase of €131,296 in Capital Expenditure. The provision of these 
additional amounts would provide for a total Government contribution of 58% of the KPAs 
annual budget. The MEF submitted the Budget 2011 to the Government on 26 October 2010 and 
it was confirmed that the increase of €365,461 for Wages and Salaries had been included but no 
additional amounts were included for Capital Expenditure. Taking into consideration that donor 
funds cannot be utilised for Capital Expenditure, the possibility for a reallocation into Capital 
Expenditure of €131,296 of the additional amount of €365,461 allocated for Wages and Salaries 
was then considered, but this step was overtaken by political events leading to a vote of no 
confidence in the Government and the subsequent dissolution of the Assembly of Kosovo. From 
that point it was no longer possible to conclude the 2011 Budget process until a new Assembly 
had been elected.  
 
In these circumstances and as an interim measure, in January and February the KPA was funded 
in accordance with the Budget provisions for Wages and Salaries, Goods and Services and 
Utilities applicable in 2010. The same was applicable in March on approval of the Assembly of 
Kosovo which had by this time been re-established and had reconvened. Additional analyses 
were undertaken by the Ministry of Finance and the KPA addressed a letter to the Ministry again 
requesting the above mentioned reallocation of €131,296 into Capital Expenditure. This was 
agreed and included in the budget that was forwarded by the Ministry of Finance to the 
Assembly of Kosovo for approval. However, it became apparent that a reduction of some 97k in 
the Goods and Services category had also been made.  
 
The 2011 budget was approved by the Assembly on 31 March 2011, 
 
Attached as Annex D is the KPA Budget 2011, which was revised following the approval of the 
2011 budget to take into account expenditure made during the first quarter of 2011. .  
 
 



 

 
Annex A – Organisational Structure  
 



 
 

 
 

Annex B - Summary of claims adjudication to date.  
  



 
 

 
 

 
Total 

Adjudicated     27,618     
Total 

Overturned      18,365     
Total 

Adjudicated 
less 

overturned 
decisions     9,352     
Plus re-
decided 

decisions 
 

  3,613     
            

    Grand Total 12,866     
  

22000077--22001100  KKPPCCCC  SSeessssiioonn  

NNoo..  ooff  ccllaaiimmss  
rreeffeerrrreedd  ttoo  tthhee  
CCoommmmiissssiioonn  DDeecciiddeedd  ccllaaiimmss  

CCllaaiimmss  rreeffeerrrreedd  bbaacckk  ttoo  
tthhee  SSeeccrreettaarriiaatt  

NNuummbbeerrss  %%  ooff  rreeffeerrrreedd  

Jun-07 1st Session 955 498 457 48 
Aug-07 2nd Session 1179 487 692 59 
Oct-07 3rd Session 544 528 16 2.9 
Dec-07 4th Session 1863 1833 30 1.6 
Feb-08 5th Session 2415 2403 12 0.5 
Apr-08 6th Session 2617 2586 31 1.18 
Jun-08 7th Session 2880 2850 30 0.87 

Aug-08 8th Session 3050 2920 130 4.26 
Oct-08 9th Session 2621 2594 28 1.07 
Dec-08 10th Session 2190 2140 50 2.34 
Apr-09 11h Session 512 504 8 1.5 
Jun-09 12th Session 2520 2474 46 1 

Aug-09 13th Session 1094 859 235 21.4 
Dec-09 14th Session 430 583 36 0.58 
Feb-10 15th Session 1183 1109 95 0.92 
Apr-10 16th Session 528 521 7 0.98 
Jun-10 17th Session 611 595 19 0.97 

Aug-10 18th Session 1007 974 33 0.98 
Oct-10 19th Session 339 324 15 4.6 
Dec-10 20th Session 174 171 3 1.75 
Feb-11 21st Session 697 665 32 4.8 

Total 
Adjudicated   29,409 27,618 2,005   
Overturned 
for negative 
notification     18,266     
Grand total     9,352     



 
 

 
 

Annex C – Claims Process Flowchart 
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